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Abstract 
This paper describes an ongoing research project on English-to-Arabic Interlingua-based machine translation. Section 1 gives a 
description of the system that generates Arabic sentences from Interlingua representations (IRs). In section 2, we show how basic 
sentential components are mapped. In this context, we address some of the differences between English and Arabic such as agreement 
in number which cannot be transferred exactly from the IR of an English sentence. Results and an example translation are provided in 
section 3. In this context, we address the issue of word order variation in Arabic. 

1. The Architecture of the Arabic 
Generation System 

An Interlingual approach to machine translation (MT) 
has a number of advantages over other approaches, such 
as the 'transfer' model. In an Interlingua-based 
architecture, source text analysis and target text generation 
are divided into separate components. A language-
independent intermediate representation (or Interlingua) 
mediates between these two components. The decoupling 
of the analysis and generation phases allows the system to 
handle multiple-language output and avoids the 
reconfiguration of the system for each new language. 

In the KANT Interlingua-based MT system (Nyberg, 
and Mitamura, 1992), each sentence is first conveyed into 
tokens. The KANT analyzer uses a lexicon, a 
morphological analyzer, source language grammar and 
semantic information in order to parse the tokenized 
sentence into a feature structure (FS), a list of feature-
value pairs that reflects the syntactic structure of the 
source language (i.e., English). The interpreter then uses 
mapping rules to convert the FS into an IR. An IR is a 
tree-structured representation that abstracts away many of 
the syntactic details of both source and target language, 
while conveying the meaning of the source language. In 
section 3 below, we provide an example of a source 
language FS, the IR produced from this FS and the target 
language FS produced from the IR. 

Generation of the target language sentence begins with 
the IR. The system which generates Arabic sentences from 
IRs consists of 4 subsystems: the mapping system, the 
sentence generation system, the sentence/morphology 
generation interface and the morphological generation 
system, as shown in Figure 1 below. 

First, the generation mapping rules convert the IR into 
an FS that reflects the syntactic structure of the target 
language. The FS is a list of feature-value pairs that 
reflects the syntactic structure of the target language. 
Target language lexicon entries are FSs. They are 
retrieved during mapping and added to the sentence FS 

under construction. The Genkit grammar analyzer and 
generator (Tomita and Nyberg, 1988) processes the input 
FS and generates a preliminary target sentence string, 
calling MORPHE when it encounters lexical symbols in 
the generation grammar.1  This string is optionally run 
through the CODA post-processing system to produce the 
final target sentence. 

1.1. The Mapping System  
The mapping system produces FSs for Arabic from 

IRs, using a set of mapping rules and a mapping lexicon. 
The mapper recursively traverses the Interlingua, stopping 
at each level to examine slots and their fillers (features, 
concepts and nested Interlinguas). Testing a hierarchy of 
rule declarations, the mapper performs a structure-
building operation called mapping. The goal and result of 
mapping is a target-language FS whose contents reflect 
the contents of the Interlingua, expressed in terms of the 
syntactic and lexical properties of the target language. The 
mapping process involves three main stages: 
�� Selecting lexical items for each Interlingua concept; 
�� Mapping the semantic roles for each Interlingua 

concept (slots in the Interlingua frame) to 
grammatical functions (slots in the FS); 

�� Mapping semantic features for each Interlingua 
concept to the appropriate syntactic features in the 
FS. 

The mapper's knowledge is represented as mapping 
rules that are stored in a mapping hierarchy. The use of a 
hierarchy allows one to write specific rules for specific 
concept/lexeme pairs and general ruleswhich are inherited. 

                                                      
1 The morphology/generation interface consists of a lisp program 
that defines some functions that are used to call the 
morphological generator from the sentence generator. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The Architecture of the Arabic Generation System 
 
1.1.1. Concept Encoding Information 

Each node in the mapping hierarchy has a name, a list 
of concepts, and a list of mapping rules to be executed. In 
addition, it has links connecting to one or more parent 
nodes. The examples in (1) below show how the concepts 
shine and house are encoded: 
  
(1) 
a.  (node ?A-shine 
 :parents (VERB) 
 :encodes (*A-shine) 

:rules ((:lex "ta?allaq"))) 
 

b.  (node ?O-house 
 :parents (NOUN) 
 :encodes (*O-house) 

 :rules ((:lex "manzil"))) 
 
The node names *A-shine and  *O-house are arbitrary 

symbols used to distinguish the nodes. They denote lexical 
interlingua concepts that would be associated with the 
lexical entries for the verb ‘to shine’ and the noun ‘house’ 
in the English lexicon. The :parents field specifies the part 
of speech that these nodes inherit from in the mapping 
hierarchy. The :encodes field and the :rules field specify 

which Interlingua concept this node will realize and the 
mapping rules associated with this node, respectively. ?A-
shine and ?O-house denote the names of the lexical nodes 
used to determine the corresponding Arabic translation. 

1.1.2. The Syntactic Lexicon 
The syntactic lexicon consists of two parts: templates 

and entries. The templates specify the default contents of 
various types of lexical FSs. (2) below illustrates an 
Arabic syntactic template: 

 
(2)  (soft-template conj ((cat conj)))  
 

The entries associate each lexeme with a template 
class and specify the unique features for that particular 
lexeme, as is illustrated by the following example: 
 
(3)  (conj "wa" ((ROOT "wa"))) 

1.1.3. The Mapping Rules 
A mapping rule is a set of slots and values that specify 

operations involved in building an FS from an Interlingua. 
The lexical nodes in (1a-b) above illustrate a :lex mapping 
rule, which retrieves a translation from the target language 
lexicon. Mapping rules may also contain other directives 
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(e.g. such :map, :test, :add, :force-add, :consume, etc.) for 
performing other operations on the IR and FS. 

For the sake of concreteness, consider the following 
mapping rule from (Soudi, 1999, pg. 13): 
 
(4)  (:test (:sem (number plural) 
                :syn (:not (human +))) 
        :force-add ((agr ((gender f) (number sg))))) 

 
The mapping rule above consists of a set of slots and 

values associated with the noun mapping hierarchy node. 
The :test slot specifies a set of conditions that must be 
passed for the rule to be applied. The :syn subslot 
specifies a negated condition on the FS, namely the 
feature (:not (human +), that must be met. The :sem 
subslot specifies a condition on the IR, namely the FVP 
(number plural). The slot :force-add indicates that the FS 
under construction should have feminine as its gender 
value and singular as its number value. This slot actually 
overrides information in the IR: the value of the number 
feature in the IR, namely plural, is overridden here by the 
singular. The mapping rule above applies to the sound 
plural feminine in Arabic (i.e., the -At class). By way of 
example, in the IR for the French noun les animaux 
‘animals’, we would have, inter alia, the feature-value 
pairs (number plural) and (gender masculine). This 
information should be overridden for the corresponding 
Arabic noun ‘Hayawanaat’ – which is (human -) – by the 
feature-value pairs (number singular) and (gender 
feminine).  Note that the information specified by the 
:force-add slot in the example above relates to subject-
verb agreement. Thus, the sound plural noun Hayawanaat 
is plural but has ‘singulative' agreement with verbs. 

1.2. The Generation Grammar  
To generate Arabic sentences, we have used Genkit 

(Generation Kit) (Tomita and Nyberg, 1988), a system 
that compiles a grammar written in a formalism called 
Pseudo-Unification Grammar into a sentence generation 
program. The generator follows a top-down, depth-first 
strategy for applying rules during generation. 

The following example shows a unification-based 
grammar rule for generating sentences. The rule consists 
of a context-free phrase structure rule and a list of pseudo 
equations. 

 
(5)  (<S> ==> (<NP> <VP>) 
                (((x1 agr) = (x2 agr)) 
                 (x1 == (x0 subj)) 
                 (x1 case) = nom)  
                 (x2 = x0))) 

  
The non-terminals in the phrase structure part of the 

rule are referenced in the constraint equations as x0 … xn, 
where x0 is the non-terminal in the left-hand side (here, 
<S>) and xn is the n-th non-terminal in the right hand side. 
In these equations, x1 represents <NP> and x2 represents 
<VP>. The rule in (5) is for sentences with an <NP> and 
a <VP> that agree in number, person and gender. The 
equation ((x1 agr) = (xs agr)) indicates that the <NP>’s agr 
feature has a value that unifies with the value of the 
<VP>’s agr feature. 

 

2. Arabic Noun and Verb Mappings 
The generation of properly inflected Arabic verbs and 

nouns is a concern of both the mapper and the generator 
for a partial integration of the Arabic Morphology system 
into the KANT system).  For example, the generation of 
correct agreement between nouns and their modifiers or 
other parts of the sentence may be performed either during 
mapping or during generation.  Different cases must be 
considered: 

 
(a) Subject-Verb/Verb-Subject Agreement: In Arabic, 
agreement in number between subject and verb depends 
on the nature of the subject of the sentence and word 
order. On a VS order, verbs do not agree in number with a 
plural subject. Agreement is always singular. Verbs, 
however, agree with their subjects in person and gender, 
as is illustrated by the following rule for generating a VS 
order sentence (from Soudi, 1999, pg. 16)): 
 
(6)  (<s> ==> (<vp> <np>) 
               (((x1 agr) = (x0 subj agr)) 
                ((x1 agr number) <= ’sg) 
              (x2 == (x0 subj)) 
                ((x2 case) = nom) 
                (x1 = x0))) 
 
(b) Intrinsic Number: In most cases, the number feature 
for a noun is determined by the input sentence, reflected in 
the IR, and mapped directly from the IR into the FS by the 
mapper.  Some nouns, however, may have agreement 
constraints already present in the lexicon.  While lexical 
entries for nouns are usually assumed to be singular, 
certain nouns may be intrinsically plural in terms of 
agreement.  For example, the noun naAs ‘people’, would 
contain the agreement information (number pl) in the 
lexicon, and the mapper should not override it with 
information that may be present in the Interlingua (for 
example, if the source language were Italian or Spanish, in 
which the word is a singular collective noun). 
 
(c) Number-Noun Agreement: Number-noun agreement 
is governed by a set of complex rules.  With the number 
‘one’, agreement is as expected, but there may be a 
reversal of word order (e.g. kitaabun waaHidun ‘one 
book’ (nominative)).  The number ‘two’ is expressed by 
the dual of the noun.  Numbers ‘three’ through ‘ten’ 
require the noun to be plural and the gender of the number 
to be the opposite of the gender of the singular noun.  For 
example: xams ‘five’ (masculine) sanawaat (plural of 
sanat ‘year’, feminine) but xamsatu ‘five’ (feminine) 
kutub (plural of kitaab ‘book’, masculine).  Up to ten 
(plural of paucity), numbers and nouns agree in case, 
which is determined by the syntactic construction they 
appear in.  Numbers above ten (plural of multiplicity) 
require a singular noun in the indefinite accusative.  
Agreement decisions can be made in the generator with 
the help of a callout function, but are most easily handled 
using the mapper. 

3. An Example Translation and Results  
To demonstrate the function of the components 

described in section 1, we will use the example sentence 
below: 
 



(7)  -DNDUWD�DQG�%DQJNRN�DUH�VKLQLQJ�WKH�PRVW� 
 

In the current system, the mapper takes as input the IR 
in (8), which is generated by the KANT analyzer and 
interpreter, and produces the FS for Arabic (9), using a set 
of mapping rules and a mapping lexicon (Soudi, 1999, pg. 
20): 

 
(8)  The Interlingua 
�$�6+,1(�

� �)250�),1,7(���

� �7(16(�35(6(17���

� �022'�'(&/$5$7,9(���

� �381&78$7,21�3(5,2'���
� �352*5(66,9(������

� �,03(5621$/������

� �$5*80(17�&/$66�$*(17���

� �0$11(5���

� �0�7+(�0267��

� �326,7,21�32679(5%$/���

� �81,7������
� �'(*5((�326,7,9(����

� �$*(17��
� �*�&225',1$7,21��

� �3(5621�7+,5'���
� �,03/,('�5()(5(1&(�����

� �&21-81&7,21���&21-�$1'����

� �&21-81&76��

� ��08/7,3/(��

� �31�-$.$57$���

� �81,7����

� �3(5621�7+,5'���

� �180%(5�6,1*8/$5���

� �5()(5(1&(�12�5()(5(1&(����

� �3523�%$1*.2.��

� �81,7����

� �3(5621�7+,5'���

� �180%(5�6,1*8/$5���

� �5()(5(1&(�12�5()(5(1&(��������
�
 
����7KH�)6 
��$'9���&$7�$'9���5227��"DN�DU������

��IRUP������

��&$7�9���

��5227��WD"DOODT����

��92,&(�$&7���

��7(16(�,03(5)���

��022'�,1',&���
��68%-��

������(/(0(17��
����������08/7,3/(��

����������������$*5���*(1'(5�)���3(5621�����180%(5�6*�������������
����������������&$7�1���5227��MDNDU7DD�����

����������������$*5���*(1'(5�)���3(5621�����180%(5�6*�����

����������������&$7�1���5227��EDDQNXXN�������

���������&21-���&$7�&21-���5227��ZD��������

��381&78$7,21���5227�3(5,2'���� 
 
Most of the linguistic features used in the KANT 

Interlingua and FS (e.g., punctuation, form, tense, 
argument class, number, person) should be self-evident. 
Some other features are artifacts of KANT’s evolution as a 
technical text system. The ,03/,('�5()(5(1&( feature is 
used for nouns, such as the proper noun in the example 

above. *�&225',1$7,21 contains all conjuncts that are 
coordinated and the conjunction that is used.2   

The resulting FS serves as input to the Arabic 
morphological and sentence generator, producing Arabic 
surface forms:  

 
������ED$QNXZN�ZD�MDNDUR7D$�WDWDADO*DTD$QL�ADNR�DU 
 
A major problem with the current implementation of the 
system relates to the word order variation in Arabic. 
Arabic is basically a VSO language, in which constituents 
can change order according to the constraints of text flow 
or discourse. The grammatical roles of constituents are 
identified by explicit morphological case markings. 
However, the KANT analyzer does not mark constituents 
as topic or focus. That is, this information is not provided 
in the IR. For example, there is no information structure 
for the system to decide whether to generate a VS order 
(12a) or an SV order (12b) from an IR for the English 
sentence in (11): 
 
�������=D\G�DWH�WKH�DSSOH� 
 
���� 
D���"DNDOD��]D\G�XQ��W�WXIIDD+DW�D��

�����DWH������=D\G�QRP���WKH�DSSOH�DFF�
�

E���]D\G�XQ����"DNDOD���W�WXIIDD+DWD�
�����=D\G�QRP���DWH�����WKH�DSSOH. 

 
Currently, the system produces all sentences in the 

S(=topic)V order.  
While there are challenges to be worked out where the 

source language and target language differ greatly in their 
morphology and syntax, an Interlingua approach allows 
for a flexible integration of software modules for 
languages that differ in their realization of the same unit 
of meaning. Indeed, most of the morphological and 
syntactic differences between the source language and the 
target language can be handled by either the mapper or the 
generation grammar.  

The system is still under construction. It has been 
tested on 29 different structures and has produced good 
results.  

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have described an ongoing research 

project on English-to-Arabic Interlingua-based machine 
translation. After giving a description of the system that 
generates Arabic sentences from IRs, we have shown how 
basic sentential components are mapped. In this context, 
we have addressed some of the differences between 
English and Arabic, such as agreement in number which 
cannot be transferred exactly from the IR of an English 
sentence.  We have also provided an example translation 
and results. 

                                                      
2 To promote representational consistency, the same structure is 
(*G-COORDINATION) is used if there is no explicit 
conjunction. In this case, the feature CONJUNCTION will have 
the value NULL. 
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